Confederacy of Treaty Six First Nations
Federal Election 2021 – Party Platform Overview
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Conservatives
Party Leader

Erin O’Toole
“Secure the Future”
Laila Goodridge, Ft.
McMurray
[Beaver Lake, Heart Lake,
Cold Lake]
Shannon Stubbs, Lakeland
(Incumbent)
[Whitefish Goodfish, Saddle
Lake, Kehewin, Frog Lake]

Treaty No. 6
Candidate & Riding

Earl Dreeshen, Red DeerLacombe [Louis Bull,
Ermineskin, Samson,
Montana]
Dane Lloyd, Sturgeon RiverParkland (Incumbent)
[Alexander, Enoch]
Gerald Soroka, Yellowhead
(Incumbent)
[O’Chiese, Sunchild, Alexis]

Green Party
Annamie Paul
“Be Daring”
Brian Deheer
Ft. McMurray [Beaver Lake,
Heart Lake, Cold Lake]

Liberals
PM Justin Trudeau
“Forward. For Everyone”
Abdifatah Abdi, Ft.
McMurray [Beaver Lake,
Heart Lake, Cold Lake] Metis

Kira Brunner
Lakeland [Whitefish Goodfish,
Saddle Lake, Kehewin, Frog
Lake]

John Turvey, Lakeland
[Whitefish Goodfish, Saddle
Lake, Kehewin, Frog Lake]

Kerri Coombs, Red DeerLacombe [Louis Bull,
Ermineskin, Samson,
Montana]

David Ondieki, Red DeerLacombe [Louis Bull,
Ermineskin, Samson,
Montana]

N/A, Sturgeon River-Parkland
[Alexander, Enoch]

Irene Walker, Sturgeon
River-Parkland [Alexander,
Enoch]

Andrew Loveridge,
Yellowhead [O’Chiese,
Sunchild, Alexis]

Sheila Schumacher,
Yellowhead [O’Chiese,
Sunchild, Alexis]

NDP
Jagmeet Singh
“Fighting for You”
Garnett Robinson - Ft.
McMurray [Beaver Lake,
Heart Lake, Cold Lake]
Des Bissonnette - Lakeland
[Whitefish Goodfish, Saddle
Lake, Kehewin, Frog Lake]
Tanya Heyden-Kaye - Red
Deer-Lacombe [Louis Bull,
Ermineskin, Samson,
Montana]
Kendra Mills - Sturgeon
River-Parkland [Alexander,
Enoch]
Guillaume Roy - Yellowhead
[O’Chiese, Sunchild, Alexis]

Peoples Party of
Canada

Other

Maxime Bernier
Shawn McDonald, Ft.
McMurray [Beaver Lake,
Heart Lake, Cold Lake]
Ann McCormack,
Lakeland [Whitefish
Goodfish, Saddle Lake,
Kehewin, Frog Lake]
Megan Lim, Red DeerLacombe [Louis Bull,
Ermineskin, Samson,
Montana]
Murray MacKinnon,
Sturgeon River-Parkland
[Alexander, Enoch]
Michael Manchen,
Yellowhead [O’Chiese,
Sunchild, Alexis]

Libertarian, Tim Moen
Matthew Watson, Red
Deer- Lacombe [Louis
Bull, Ermineskin, Samson,
Montana]
Christian Heritage, Rod
Taylor
Jeff Willerton, Sturgeon
River-Parkland
[Alexander, Enoch]
Maverick Party, Jay D.
Hill
Jonathan Meyers, Ft.
McMurray [Beaver Lake,
Heart Lake, Cold Lake]
Fred Sirett, Lakeland
[Whitefish Goodfish,
Saddle Lake, Kehewin,
Frog Lake]
Todd Muir, Yellowhead
[O’Chiese, Sunchild,
Alexis]
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Voting Record of Incumbent

Bill C-15 “UNDRIP”
*Rec’d Royal Assent*
Bill C-8 “Citizenship Act TRC
CTA 94” *Rec’d Royal Assent*
Bill C-12 “Net-Zero Emissions
Accountability” *Rec’d Royal
Assent*
Bill C-5 “National Day for
Truth & Reconciliation” *Rec’d
Royal Assent*
Bill C-237 “Establish National
Framework for Diabete” *Rec’d
Royal Assent*
Voting Record – Party Leader
(if applicable)
Bill C-15 “UNDRIP”
*Rec’d Royal Assent*
Bill C-8 “Citizenship Act TRC
CTA 94” *Rec’d Royal Assent*
Bill C-12 “Net-Zero Emissions
Accountability” *Rec’d Royal
Assent*
Bill C-5 “National Day for
Truth & Reconciliation” *Rec’d
Royal Assent*
Bill C-237 “Establish National
Framework for Diabete” *Rec’d
Royal Assent*

David Yurdiga, Conservative
Ft. McMurray
[Beaver Lake, Heart Lake, Cold
Lake]

Shannon Stubbs, Conservative
Lakeland
[Whitefish Goodfish, Saddle Lake,
Kehewin, Frog Lake]

Blaine Calkins, Conservative
Red Deer-Lacombe
[Louis Bull, Ermineskin, Samson,
Montana]

Dane Lloyd, Conservative
Sturgeon River-Parkland
[Alexander, Enoch]

Gerald Soroka, Conservative
Yellowhead
[O’Chiese, Sunchild, Alexis]
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Erin O’Toole, Conservative

Justin Trudeau, Liberal

Jagmeet Singh, NDP
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Topic – Area of
Commitment
INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS

Conservatives
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Develop a comprehensive plan to
implement TRC Calls to Action 71
through 76.
Fund the investigation at all former
residential schools in Canada where
unmarked graves may exist,
including the sites where children
have already been discovered.
Develop a detailed and thorough set
of resources to educate Canadians
of all ages on the tragic history of
residential schools in Canada.
Build a national monument in
Ottawa that honours residential
school survivors and all the
children who were lost.
Pursue self-determination
End long term drinking water
advisories
$1 billion over 5 years to boost
Indigenous mental health and drug
treatment programs
Stability to Urban Indigenous
Assistance
Broadband in Rural Indigenous
Communities

Green Party
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Increase access to social housing
for Indigenous peoples living on
and off reserve
Ensure secure, safe water
supplies, especially for
Indigenous communities who
have historically experienced
near-permanent boil water
advisories.
Ramp up renewable energy
development in First Nations
communities and on Indigenous
lands, through partnerships with
Indigenous people, and UNDRIP
principles of self-determination
Implement the calls for justice
from the National Inquiry in
MMIWG
Implement immediately all the
calls to action from the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission into
residential schools.
Provide sustainable funding for
new and existing Indigenous
healing centres to address the
harms caused by residential
schools
Stop government’s fight against
Canadian Human Rights Tribunal
rulings on Indigenous children in
care.

Liberals
•
•

•

•

Further invest $2 billion over four
years in housing for First Nations,
Inuit, and Métis Nation partners,
Co-develop a new Indigenous
Urban, Rural, and Northern
Housing Strategy with Indigenous
partners and organizations, with an
initial investment of $300 million
Co-develop Canada’s first-ever
National Indigenous Housing
Centre, through which Indigenous
peoples will fully oversee the
federal Indigenous housing
program
Commit an additional $1.4 billion
for a co-developed, distinctionsbased mental health and wellness
strategy with First Nations, Inuit,
and Métis Nation, expanding on
our recent commitment of $597.6
million for an overall investment of
$2 billion over five years.

NDP
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Fully implement UNDRIP and 94
TRC Calls to Action
Co-develop a National Action Plan
for Reconciliation
Replace consultation with standard
free, prior and information consent
Recognize and respect Treaties &
support Nations who are
building/re-building their
governance structures
Co-develop Arctic Policy
Framework
Funds for communities to
commemorate National Day for
Truth and Reconciliation
Respect, support and resource
Indigenous jurisdiction over child
welfare systems
Work with First Nations Child &
Family Caring Society to
implement the Spirit Bear Plan
Put an immediate end to
government litigation against
Indigenous Children
Fully implement Jordan’s Principle
Work with Indigenous communities
to implement co-developed, fully
funded Indigenous National
Housing Strategy within first 100
days in office
Implement Shannen’s Dream
motion to ensure every child has a
safe place to learn on or off reserve
Work with provinces to establish
Indigenous History education
programs for all and ensure that the
development and implementation
are led by Indigenous Peoples
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Full investment to ensure clean
water and lift all drinking water
advisories right now
Joyce’s Principal to tackle systemic
racism in the health care system
Improve access to mental health
and addiction treatment services on
and off reserve
Ensure the proper home care and
long-term care is available for
Elders in their communities
Reform Nutrition North Program
Build treatment centre for residents
affected by long-term mercury
exposure and compensate families
affected
Create a Northern Infrastructure
Fund to improve infrastructure and
internet in northern communities
Work with Indigenous communities
to develop a First Nations Justice
and Policing Strategy with
equitable funding
Creation and expansion of
Indigenous Protected and
Conserved areas
Expand the Indigenous Guardians
program
Work with leadership and
communities to develop action
plans to respond to climate change
emergencies
Ensure Indigenous Peoples have a
seat at high-level-decision making
tables to confront climate crisis
Fully fund the search for grave sites
at former residential schools as well
as maintenance, commemoration,
reburial and protection
Establish memorials for those lost
to residential schools
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•
•

CHILD CARE

CLIMATE CHANGE,
ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY

•
•

Increased funding for childcare
Convert Child Care expense
deduction into refundable tax credit

•

•
•
•

Eliminate Bill C-69
Repeal Bill C-48
Introduce carbon pricing starting at
$20/tonne and increase to
$50/tonne
Zero-emission vehicle plan
$5 billion will be invest in Carbon
Capture, Utilization, and Storage
$3 billion towards natural climate
solutions
Low carbon fuel standard
Develop national clean energy
strategy
Reduce use of single use plastics
Reach target of protecting 17% of
Canadas land and water and work
towards 25%
Restore funding for the National
Wetland Conservation Fund and the
Recreational Fisheries
End raw sewage dumping
Personal low carbon savings
account
Lower industrial emissions
More renewable natural gas
Carbon border tariffs

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No specific proposals to date.

•

$10/day childcare

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Commit to reducing emissions by
60% below 2005 levels by 2030
and at least 15% by 2025
Launch a Green and Just
Recovery from this global
pandemic
End new pipeline construction,
fossil fuel subsidies, fracking and
oil and gas exploration projects
Invest in green infrastructure like
a national renewable energy grid
Invest in renewable energy to
create high-paying sustainable
jobs
Implement a Carbon Border
Adjustment (a tariff on goods
imported from jurisdictions with
weak emissions reduction
policies), like our colleagues in
the USA and the EU
Develop a Sustainable
Generations Fund to invest in
green training for the trades,
apprenticeships and education
facilities
Incentivize homeowners to update
their appliances to energy
efficient solutions through an
expanded home renovation tax
credit
Fund community supported
agriculture, farmers’ markets,
small-scale farms and producers,

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Implement a strengthened
Freshwater Action Plan to protect
and restore large lakes and river
systems
Modernize the 50-year-old Canada
Water Act, establish a Canada
Water Agency to coordinate the
management of Canada’s
freshwater with our provinces and
territories; and
Invest in freshwater research.
Cut pollution by building a net-zero
electricity grid and ending thermal
coal exports
Create cleaner communities by
making it easier and more
affordable to own a zero-emission
vehicle
Ending plastic pollution by 2030
Collecting and recycling more
plastic beverage bottles
Requiring all plastic packaging to
be 50% recycled plastic by 2030
Make producers responsible for
recycling plastic waste
Train 1000 new community-based
firefighters and help provide them
the equipment they need
Partner with the private sector to
innovate climate adaptation,
including by lowering insurance
premiums

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Appoint special prosecutor to
pursue those who inflicted great
harm in residential schools
Fully fund community driven
solutions for healing
Introduce legislation to high-quality
public childcare in law
Universal $10/day childcare system
Reduce Canadas emissions by at
least 50% from 2005 levels by 2030
Create and fund a Climate
Accountability Office
Work with provinces and territories
on methane reduction
Ensure federal building use
renewable energy and move federal
vehicle fleet to electric by 2025
Border carbon adjustment on
imports from areas without a
carbon price
Appoint a Climate Emergency
Committee of Cabinet and establish
a Climate Emergency Secretariat
Establish Canadian Climate Bank
to boost investment in renewable
energy, energy efficiency and low
carbon technology
Overhaul process for renewing
major projects to ensure adequate
time for public consultation &
provide core funding to Indigenous
communities participating in the
processes
Immediately ban single-use plastics
Ban export of plastic waste
Safeguard ecosystems and
biodiversity by protecting 30% of
the land, freshwater and oceans by
2030
Launch 10-year nature plan to
reverse species loss
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

TAXES

•

•
•

$750/million a year to CRA to fund
stronger enforcement of taxation
multinational firms, taxation of
large corporations, international
taxation, and other tax evasion
Ensure foreign tech companies pay
taxes representing 3% of their gross
revenue in Canada
Fix the high-net-worth compliance
program and ensure the wealthy
pay their fair share

•

•

and the wineries and
microbreweries
Establish Green Worker Training
Programs that teach fossil fuel
workers the renewable energy
industries
Support the current Federal Water
Policy
Protect the fundamental right to
clean fresh water for all
Amend the Food and Drug Act to
include water
Deliver the long-promised actions
to treat and avoid mercury
poisonings in Grassy Narrows.
Improve municipal wastewater
treatment systems and stop
untreated waste dumping.
Conduct an inventory of all
polluted groundwater and water
bodies and develop and
implement strategies for cleaning
them.
Enhance the capacity of federal
departments and agencies to
protect and restore the health of
aquatic ecosystems.
Ramp up national contribution to
the Green Climate Fund and
Global Environmental Facility to
$4 billion per year by 2030
No specific proposals to date

•

•

•

Raise the corporate income tax rate
paid by Canada’s largest and most
profitable banks and insurance
companies by 3 percentage points
on all earnings over $1 billion
Establish the Canada Recovery
Dividend so these institutions
contribute more over the next four
years of Canada’s recovery

•

•
•
•

Force oil companies to pay for
clean up on inactive wells
Create an Office of Environmental
Justice to address impacts of
pollution and loss of biodiversity

Introduce a temporary COVID19
excess profit tax that puts an
additional 15% tax on large
corporate windfall profits during
the pandemic
increase the capital gains inclusion
rate to 75 percent
Put in place a luxury goods tax on
things like yachts and private jets
Introduce a wealth tax towards
multi-millionaires
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•

•

GST Holiday – month long GST
holiday where all purchases at retail
stores will be tax free

•
•

COVID-19 / PUBLIC HEALTH

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Require unvaccinated federal
workers to pass a COVID-19 rapid
test each day as well as have
unvaccinated passengers on buses,
planes and other transports to show
the results of a recent negative test
or pass a rapid test
Call an immediate public inquiry to
examine the government’s
pandemic response
Overhaul Canada’s Pandemic Plan
and preparedness to include
domestic vaccine research, trials
development and manufacturing
capacity and readiness
Develop a national system for
sharing data across jurisdictions on
pathogen transmission, immunity
levels, and vaccination rates
Assign ultimate responsibility for
the Public Health Agency of
Canada to a qualified physician and
public health expert with field and
front line experience
Prevent travellers from areas where
new variants are detected from
entering Canada
Require a rapid test (or a PCR) test
of everyone entering Canada

•

No specific proposals to date

•

•
•

•
•
•

Introduce a COVID-19 Proof of
Vaccination Fund that will be
available to support provinces and
territories who implement a
requirement for proof-of-vaccine
Continue to procure enough
vaccines to ensure all Canadians
have access
Invest to study the long-term health
impacts of COVID-19, including
the effects of “long-COVID” on
groups including vulnerable
populations and children.
Move forward with mandatory
vaccinations for anyone boarding
domestic planes or trains;
Ensuring front line workers have
Personal Protective Equipment
Supporting provinces and territories
with the Safe Restart Agreement
and with COVID-19 testing and
contact tracing

•

Roll back the current corporate
income tax cuts by three percentage
points to 2010 levels
Ensure that internet giants like
Facebook, Google and Amazon pay
their fair share of taxes
Close loopholes that include
eliminating bearer shares,
compelling companies to
prove the economic reason for their
offshore transactions, and
improving transparency on the
taxes paid by large corporations
Enforce a vaccine mandate for
federal workers, with the
government offering paid leave to
get the vaccine
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EDUCATION

•

No specific proposals to date

•
•
•
•

FISCAL PLAN – DEFICITS &
DEBT

•

Balance budget by 2031

•

Tuition free post-secondary
education
Adopt student debt cancellation
programs for student debt that
exceeds $10,000
Invest in the green economy and
create new green apprenticeship
programs for young Canadians
Eliminate the Canada Student
Loans Program In-Study Income
Assessment and extend grant
availability to graduate and
doctoral students

•

No specific proposals to date

•

No specific proposals to date

•
•

•

No specific proposals to date

•

•

HEALTH

•

•
•

Meet with the Premiers within the
first 100 days of forming
government to propose a new
health agreement with the
provinces and territories that boosts
the annual growth rate of the
Canada Health Transfer to at least
6%
Introduce Canada Mental Health
Action Plan
Invest $325 million over the next
three years to create 1,000
residential drug treatment beds and
build 50 recovery community
centres across the country

•
•
•
•

•
•

Expand public health care to
include pharmacare
Include basic dental care in our
national coverage
Extend dental care to low-income
children.
Fund non-institutionalized,
community-based support for
substance-abuse prevention and
rehabilitation programs
Create a national drug reduction
strategy and develop more safe
injection sites.
Regulate the distribution of
pharmaceuticals prescribed by
doctors to track and prevent
dangerous levels of over-

•
•
•
•

•
•

Invest $10B to eliminate waitlists
Invest $3B to hire 7,500 family
doctors, nurses, and nurse
practitioners over four years
Expand virtual health care services
to give you flexibility
Providing permanent, ongoing
funding for mental health services
through a new Canada Mental
Health Transfer to provinces and
territories
Hiring 1,200 new counsellors to
increase access to mental health
care at colleges
Establishing a national, three-digit
mental health crisis and suicide
prevention hotline

•
•

•
•

•
•

Remove interest from federal
student loans
Introduce a debt forgiveness
program for graduates that will
forgive up to $20,000 in student
debt
Move away from loans and
permanently double non-repayable
Canada Student Grants

Ensure Canada’s long-term
finances are fiscally sustainable
according to the Parliamentary
Budget Officer’s fiscal
sustainability measures
platform and spending
commitments will be financed by
reforming the tax system so that big
corporations and wealthy
individuals pay more
Fight for public healthcare and
stand up to privatization
Work with provinces to tackle
wait time and improve access to
primary care & palliative care
Provide long-term funding to
Public Health Agency of Canada
Establish Crown Corporation
charged with domestic vaccine
production
Maintain adequate stockpile of
PPE
Ensure that Canada’s Chief Public
Health Officers independence is
protected by law to allow free
speaking on public health issues
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•

•
•

medication and prevent opioid
addiction.
Develop national health care
guidelines that incentivize active
lifestyles as well as healthy diets
and choices.
Treat drug addiction as a public
health issue, not a felony.

•

Reviewing access to disability
benefits and programs to ensure
they are available for people
experiencing mental health
challenges

•
•

•

•

•

HOUSING

•
•

•
•
•

•

Implement plan to build 1 million
homes over next 3 years
Remove the requirement to conduct
a stress test when a homeowner
renews a mortgage with another
lender
Increase the limit on eligibility for
mortgage insurance
Establish a federal Beneficial
Ownership Registry for residential
property
Ban foreign investors not living in
or moving to Canada from buying
homes here for a two-year period
after which it will be reviewed
Re-implement the Housing First
approach

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

IMMIGRATION

•
•

Increase cultural awareness training
Launch Credential Recognition
Task Force

•

Declare a housing affordability
and homelessness a national
emergency
Reinvest in affordable, non-profit,
co-op housing
Strengthen regulation to limit
foreign investment
Develop a strategy for rural
housing challenges
Implement a National Housing
Strategy
Create a culturally sensitive
Housing First approach to provide
immediate support for those
experiencing chronic
homelessness
Increase access to social housing
for Indigenous peoples living on
and off reserve

•

No specific proposals to date

•

•
•

Help families buying their first
home up to $30,000.
Build, preserve, or repair an
additional 1.4 million homes in four
years.
Create a Home Buyers’ Bill of
Rights to make the process of
buying a home fairer, more open,
and transparent.

No specific proposals to date

•
•
•
•
•

•

Declare opioids a public health
emergency
Create a safe supply of medically
regulated alternatives to street
drugs, support overdose
prevention sites and expand
access to treatment
Launch an investigation into the
role of drug companies fueling the
opioid crisis and seek financial
compensation
End private, for-profit long-term
care and bring it under public
umbrella
Develop national care standards
for home care and long-term care
regulated by Canada Health Act
Create 500,000 affordable housing
units in the next 10 years
Re-introduce 30-year terms to
CMHC insured mortgages for first
time home buyers
Double home buyers tax credit to
$1500
Implement 20% buyers’ tax on the
sale of homes to those who are not
Canadian citizens or permanent
residents

Ensure immigration policies meet
Canada’s labor force needs and
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•

•
•
•

JOBS AND ECONOMY

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Remove current family
reunification lottery. Replacing it
with a system combining a firstcome, first served principle with
weighting to prioritize applicants
on criteria such as providing
childcare or family support, and
language proficiency.
Re-work temporary foreign worker
program
Reform Canadas Refugee System
End illegal border crossings and
unofficial points of entry
Restore 1 million jobs within 1 year
Launch super EI to temporarily
increase to 75% of salary when
province in recession
Expand EI benefits to seriously ill
workers from 26 weeks to 52 weeks
Invest $250 million over two years
to create Canada Job Training Fund
$1/hour raise to those making
$20,000/yr
Canada Job Surge Plan: paying up
to 50% of the salary of new hires
for six months following the end of
CEWS.
Canada Investment Accelerator:
getting companies spending money
and creating jobs by providing a
5% investment tax credit for any
capital investment made in 2022
and 2023, with the first $25,000 to
be refundable for small business
Rebuild Main Street Tax Credit:
providing a 25% tax credit on
amounts of up to $100,000 that
Canadians personally invest in a
small business over the next two
years, to get money flowing into
main street businesses and create
jobs.

•

•
•

•

•
•

Establish Guaranteed Livable
Income
Establish a federally funded
Green Venture Capital Fund to
support viable small local green
business start-ups.
Reduce the paperwork burden on
small businesses by eliminating
duplicative tax filings and red
tape.
Ensure all new legislation
considers the impact on small
businesses.
Hold taxation at no more than 9
per cent.

•

•
•

•

Extend the Canada Recovery
Hiring Program to make sure
businesses can keep hiring more
employees
Protect Canada’s tourism industry
with temporary wage and rent
support
Launch the Arts and Culture
Recovery Program to match ticket
sales for performing arts, live
theatres, and other cultural events
Give 10 days paid sick leave for
federally regulated workers

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

improve foreign credentials
recognition
End unfair cap on applications to
sponsor parents and grandparents

Restore door-to-door mail
delivery
Create Fair Gasoline Prices
watchdog
Update Canada Labour Code to
enhance worker safeguards
Legislate 10 paid sick days for
federally regulated workplaces
Federal minimum wage starting at
$15/hour rising to $20/hour
indexed with the cost of living
Require that part-time/contract
workers be compensated with
benefits equally to full-time
workers
Ban unpaid partnerships outside
of education programs
Replace Phoenix Pay system
Create low-income supplement so
that those on EI receive no less
than $2000/month
Make EI available to those who
quit to return to school, provide
childcare or protect their
health/health of
immunocompromised family
members
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•

•

Main Street Business Loan:
providing loans of up to $200,000
to help small and medium
businesses in hospitality, retail, and
tourism get back on their feet, with
up to 25% forgiven

•

•
•
•

•

JUSTICE

•

•

•
•

•

•

Amending the Criminal Code so
that it is an aggravating factor on
sentencing for assault where the
victim is in a domestic or
dependent relationship with the
person
Enact Clare’s Law so that when
police investigate a complaint of
alleged domestic violence, they are
required to notify the victim of the
suspect’s relevant criminal history
Strengthen human trafficking laws
by making them consistent with the
Palermo Protocol
Implement legislation to ensure
human traffickers serve consecutive
sentences for multiple human
trafficking offences.
Provide $100 million over five
years to support training for nonprovincial police forces in the areas
of: sexual exploitation, cybersecurity & investigation of sexual
offenses.
Hire an additional 200 RCMP
officers to combat gangs and the
smuggling of guns and drugs

•

Decriminalize possession of illicit
drugs

•

No specific proposals to date

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish national training
priorities and create a Workers
Develop and Opportunities Fund
Develop industrial strategies and
expand critical domestic
manufacturing
Strengthen and modernize the
Investment Canada Act
Develop National Automotive
Strategy
Develop National Industry
Strategy to build an advanced low
carbon manufacturing economy
Stabilize the Canadian steel
market
Launch review of RCMP budget
and the RCMP Act
Release all RCMP use-of-force
incidents and launch review
Implement zero tolerance policy for
inappropriate use of force
Overhaul federal police training to
ensure every officer received descalation, implicit-bias and crosscultural training throughout their
career
Ensure all major cities have
dedicated hate crimes units
Convene National Group to counter
online hate
Ensure communities have access to
funding for anti-gang projects
More restorative justice
National Action Plan to dismantle
far-right extremist organizations
Immediately ban carding by the
RCMP
Develop national task force to end
systemic injustice and overrepresentation of Indigenous and
black populations in prison
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•
•
•
•
•
•

NATIONAL DEFENCE

•

•
•
•

•

Partnering with the private sector to
create a Gang Exit Strategy
program
Repeal Bill C-71
Create an offence of interference
with an infrastructure facility or a
public transportation system
Double funding for the Security
Infrastructure Program
Ban puppy mills
Ban cosmetic testing on animals

Mandate a Minister of National
Security & Public Safety with
securing Canadians from threats by
addressing data and cybersecurity,
information operations, threats
from foreign actors against
Canadian residents, extremist
financing, space and surveillance,
and industry and critical
infrastructure
Establish a permanent task force to
address foreign interference
Pass a Foreign Agents Registry Act
Enact reforms strengthening
Canadian Law & National Security

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

PHARMACARE

•

No specific proposals to date

•

Ensure a consistent capital
investment plan with stable
funding so that service personnel
have the equipment and training
they need to fulfill an expanded
mandate
Normalize the deployment of
military personnel to protect
civilians and communities from
extreme forest fires, flooding and
storms caused by climate change,
and new pollution threats in
Canada’s north.
Sign and ratify the Treaty to
Abolish nuclear weapons.
Ban autonomous weapons and
work for a global pact to make
them illegal.
Cancel the contracts to provide
Saudi Arabia with armoured
vehicles and ban importation of
Saudi oil

•

Expand public health care to
include pharmacare

•

No specific proposals to date

•
•
•

No specific proposals to date

•

•

Restore the independence of
judiciary by reducing mandatory
minimums and allow trial judges to
have greater discretion in
sentencing
Ensure Gladue principles are
consistently applied in court
proceedings
Expunge criminal records for those
convicted of minor cannabis
possession
Increase federal funding for legal
aid programs
Ensure that funding supports
national defense and international
commitments
Immediately implement the
recommendations of the
Deschamps Report
Ensure troops have the equipment,
training and support they need

Create a National Pharmacare
Program that will include quality
prescription drug coverage for
everyone
Develop national strategy to cover
drugs for rare diseases
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RETIREMENT & SENIORS

•

•

•
•

TECHNOLOGY

•
•
•

Amending the Home Accessibility
Tax Credit by increasing the limit
from $10,000 per dwelling to
$10,000 per person to help Seniors
stay in their home
Introduce the Canada Seniors Care
Benefit, paying $200 per month per
household to any Canadian who is
living with and taking care of a
parent over the age of 70
$3 billion of infrastructure funding
over the next three years to
renovate Long-Term Care Homes
Change legislation to ensure that
pensioners have priority over
corporate elites in bankruptcy or
restructuring
Repeal Bill C-10
Lower cellphone and internet bills
Cut the income tax rate in half for
new patented technologies
developed in Canada

•

Create national standards for care
and staffing levels at long-term
care facilities under Canada
Health Act; eliminate for-profit
service

•
•
•

Restoring the retirement age to 65
from 67
Increasing the Guaranteed Income
Supplement by $500 for single
seniors and $750 for senior couples
Providing more than $900 for
single seniors and $1,500 for senior
couples, on top of regular benefits,
for low-income seniors to get
through the pandemic

•
•
•

•
•

•

No specific proposals to date

•

No specific proposals to date

•

•

•

TRADE

•
•
•
•
•
•

End the importation of wild or
exotic animals that carry risk
Reinstate PPE tariff
Implement a Liquified Natural Gas
export strategy
Withdraw from the Asian
Infrastructure and Investment Bank
Work on a “CANZUK” trade
agreement with Australia, New
Zealand and the United Kingdom
Revise supply chain legislation to
enforce a commitment not to

•

No specific proposals to date.

•

No specific proposals to date

•

Create mandatory, industry
financed pension insurance
program
Create a Pension Advisory
Commission to develop long term
plan to enhance old age security,
and boost the Guaranteed Income
Supplement
National Seniors Strategy to make
seniors health care a priority and
tackle seniors’ poverty
Fund a National Dementia Strategy
and elder abuse prevention plan

Price cap to ensure Canadians
aren’t paying more than the global
average for cell phone & internet
Declare high speed internet an
essential service and ensure all
Canadians have access within
four years
Introduce a Telecom Consumers
Bill of Rights to end price
gouging
Engage with Canadians on costs
and benefits of potential trade deals
& ensure agreements are consistent
with UNDRIP
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•

VETERANS

•

•
•

YOUTH

•

import products made with slave
labour
Resume free trade talks with India
End the two benefit systems Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) and
Veterans Affairs Canada (VAC)
and replace them with one
streamlined system of benefits
Implement the Lifelong Disability
Benefit for moderately to severely
injured veteran
Implementing a strategy to combat
homelessness among veterans
No specific proposals to date.

•

No specific proposals to date

•

No specific proposals to date

•
•

•

No specific proposals to date.

•

No specific proposals to date

•

Design a system that provides fair
benefits and equal access to
lifetime pensions
Make the Veterans Ombudsman
fully independent

No specific proposals to date
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